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REDUCIBILITY OF DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

Se-Mok Song

ABSTRACT. We obtain some properties of reducible differential equa
tions in the sense of Liapunov.

1. Preliminaries
Consider the linear differential equation

(1) xf = A(Z) ⑦,

where the coefficient matrix A(t) is continuous on the real line R.
The equation (1) is said to be kinematically similar to another 

equation

(2) y1 = B(t)y

(we write (1) 〜 (2)) if there exists a. bounded continuously differen
tiable invertible matrix with bounded inverse 2(t) such that 
if x(t) is any solution of (1) then S(i)x(f) is a solution of (2). In this 
case we can write

(3) B(t) = S^A^S-^t) + S'(i)5—旧)
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because

= WW) + 5"'C0
= [S\t) + S(Z)A(0]z(Z)

implies that
S'(i) + S(/)A(Z) = B(i)S(<).

We can show that the kinematic similarity is an equivalence relation 
(Lemma 1).

Coppel’s reducibility definition[2] is as follows: The equation (1) is 
said to be reducible if it is kinematically similar to (2) whose coefficient 
matrix B(t) has the block form

Bi(t) 0 \
0 B2(t))

where Bi(t) and B2CO being matrices of lower order than B(t).
Although this definition agrees with the definition of reducibility in 

linear algebra, it differs from Liapunov’s use of the term: The equation 
(1) is reducible if it is kinematically similar to a linear system with 
constant coefficient.

In this paper we will obtain some properties of reducible differential 
equations in the sense of Liapunov. To do this we need the following 
concept.

Consider the nonautonomous differential equations 

(4) ⑦' = /(心⑦),

(5) yf = 9(t,y),
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where /, 이 : R x Rn —누 Rn are C1 functions. Suppose that (4) and (5) 
have a unique solution for any initial value (加,位0)€ R X Rn, and any 
solution of (4) and (5) exists on R.

For any real column vector x, | |씨 | will denote the norm. The same 
symbol will be used for the compatible matrix norm.

We say that (4) and (5) are topologically equivalent(we write (4) 〜
(5))  if there exists a continuous function H : R x Rn —> Rn satisfying

(i) lim ||ZZ(Z,a:)|| = oo uniformly in f 6 R and lim
|| 찌 |—oou Ikll—ll'oH

x)\\ = ||rz：o)|| uniformly in Z G R for any xq 6 Rn,
(ii) for fixed Z € ―今 Rn defined by Ht{x) = H(t, x) is

a homeomorphism,
(iii) Gt = H@i has property (i) also,
(iv) if ⑦(Z) is any solution of (4) then H(t, x(t)) is a solution of (5), 

and if y(t) is any solution of (5) then y(t)) is a solution 
of (4).

Also, we can define the topological equivalence between two linear 
systems

(1) x1 = A(t)x

(2) y1 = B(t)y.

Palmer[3] characterized exponential dichotomy in terms of topo
logical equivalence.

2. Main Results

LEMMA 1. Kinematic similarity is an equivalence relation.

PROOF. For the reflexivity, we take S(t) = Z, the identity matrix. 
If (1) - (2), then

匕⑵그우化必⑶ + 日旦)]^-1^)
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by the relation (3). Thus we have

where T(t) = It follows that (2) ~ (1).
Now suppose that (1) 乂 (2) and (2) 思 (6), where

(6) 之' = C(t)z.

Then we have
BW^scOACO + s'COhs—CO

and
C(i) = p7(i)A(Z) +引'(切引-1 (i)

for some U(t). Therefore if we put V(f) = S(Z)〔7(Z), then

This implies that (1) 思 (6).

LEMMA 2. Kinematic similarity implies topological equivalence.

PROOF. Assume that (1) ~ (2). Then we have

A(t) = —

We can assume that |S(/)|, |S-1(i)| < K for some constant K > 0.
Define 7? : R x Rn — R" by

H(、t, x) = S(t)x.

Clearly, H is continuous. We show that (1) 〜 (2) via
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(i) lim ||H(Z,⑦)|| = oo uniformly in i G R : Suppose not. Then 
II 이 l—OO

There exist a constant M > 0, sequences km — oo, (fm) in R and (⑦m) 

in Rn such that ||=m.|| > km and ||히771,⑦m)|| = < M.
Thus we have

< P-1('m)H P(M⑦mil

< KM.

This is a contradiction since ||^m|| > km — oo.

lim 川 = ||ZZ(t, ；r())|| uniformly in Z G R :
II 이 Mb시 I

This follows from the following computation.

||7乃,位) — F(i, ⑦ o)|| = ||5世> — 日어)⑦ o||

< PWIII노 — :시I 

<K||x~；r0||.

(ii) Note that Ht(x) = H(t,x) = S(t)x and S(t) is invertible. 
Hence Ht is a homeomorphism for each i G R.

(iii) Gt(y) = G(t,y) = 5」i(i)j/ = H〕1^) has property (i) also.
(iv) We show that is a solution of (2) when ⑦(f) is any

solution of (1).

쓰H(t,x(t)) = ([WMO] = 十 S(t>'(t) 
(Jj L \Jj v

= S'(i)z(t) + S(f)A(Z)z(i)

= [义甘日“旧) + (t)]S(t)x(t)

= B(Z)S(Z)z(O, B(t) = S,(i)S"1(Z) + S^A^S-^t)
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Hence ⑦(t)) is a solution of (2). Similarly, we can show that 
G(t,y(t)) is a solution of (1) if y(t) is any solution of (2). This com
pletes the proof.

THEOREM 3. Boundedness is an invariance property under the 
topological equivalence map H.

PROOF. Assume that (4) 〜(5) via H(t^ x). Let x(t) be a bounded 
solution of (4), say ||⑦(i)|| < M for some constant M > 0. We prove 
that ||2Z(Z, ⑦(Z))|| < K for some constant K > Q.

Assume the contrary. Then there are sequences (tm) in R and (⑦m) 

in Rn such that

|J⑦mH 으 M and \\H(tmixm)\\ —> oo as m ― oo.

Therefore we have

oo as m —» oo.

which is a contradiction since

||G(tm,日(Zm, ⑦ m))|| = | |“m 11 < M.

THEOREM 4. If there exists a constant T > 0 such that

A(t 十 7) = 셰') for 리 11 G R,

then the equation (1), tha t is, the T-periodic equation, is topologically 
equivalent to a linear system with constant coefficient.

PROOF. By the Floquet theorem [1, Theorem 1.1.24], there exist a 
differentiable T-periodic matrix function P(t) and a. constant matrix 
R such that the equation (1) becomes

(7) y1 = Ry

by the transformation x = P(t)y. Then we can prove that (1) 〜 (7) 
via H(t, x) = P(t)x, by the similar manner in the proof of Lemma 2.
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THEOREM 5. If the equation (1) is reducible, then there are a 
homeomorphism T : Rn —> Rn and. a linear homeomorphism C satis
fying

(8) T = H^1 oC oH0.

PROOF. Let be a solution of (1) satisfying X(/o, io? ^o) =
xq. By the assumption, the equation (1) is topologically equivalent to

(9) y1 = By

where B is the constant matrix, via Since ⑦o))
is a solution of (9), we have

H^X^to.xo)) = eBtyQ

for some yo G Rn。If we put t = t(), then we obtain

乃 (』〔),▽) = X(iMo, ⑦ o)) = emyo,

that is, yo = e-**°2리0,⑦())• Thus we have

F(Z,X(Mo, ⑦ o)) = 시印加,“).

In particular

乃 (Z,X(Z,O,zo)) = @77(0,▽) = emFo(z〔))

when Zq = 0. Hence

2시 T(:ro)] = FKX(MUo))

= €어[乃0(“)] = 이印( = 0)],

where T is a homeomorphism xq i—냐 X(i,0,xq) and C = eBt. Conse
quently we have

HtoT = C oHq.
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THEOREM 6. If the equation (1) is reducible, then we obtain a 
formula

dT dT .
(10) 瓦 + 石三시이) = 匕으 (M)

for some homeomorphism T : R x R — Rn and a constant matrix B,

PROOF. We have (1) 〜 (9) via H(t,x). Define T(/, x) = H(t, x). 
Then, since T(i,加,⑦o)) is a solution of (9),

d d
t江T(Z, X(Z, io, ⑦o))+ 끄化리]北o, ⑦o))/(커리Mo Wo))
ut ox

= B7(Z,_¥(Mo, 之*o)).

This implies that

Q Q
—^o) + 方“리o, ▽)/(¥(), ⑦o) = BT(t(), xo) \J v kJ

when t = t(). Therefore we have the relation (10).
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